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Barlestone Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan 

Barlestone Church of England Primary School Mini-
Stakeholder Event 

held 8th June 2018 
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Introduction 

To support the successful development of the Neighbourhood Development Plan, members of the 
Barlestone Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group supported by Jhanvi Shukla of the Rural Community 
Council visited Barlestone Church of England Primary School to facilitate a consultation workshop of 
year 6 students to gain an insight into the current thoughts of a section of the younger population of 
the Parish. This workshop was held on 8th June 2018. 

Process 

Students were given a brief overview of the Neighbourhood Development Plan process tailored to 
their age group followed by them having the opportunity to comment on what they like, what they 
dislike and what they would like to see in the following subject areas (in no particular order):- 

 Footpaths, etc (footpaths, cycle routes, bridle paths, gates, stiles, etc)

 History & Heritage (old buildings, old things, memories, etc)

 Environment (lakes, ponds, nature, wildlife, trees, flowers, streams, etc)

 Traffic & Transport (cars, buses, taxis, speeding, parking, etc)

 Housing (houses, flats, bungalows, building sites, etc)

 Renewable Energy (wind farms, solar panels, green fuel, etc)

 Open spaces (parks, fields, green areas, etc)

 Facilities & Services (playgrounds, shops, restaurants, schools, doctors, etc)

 Communications (telephone, mobiles, broadband, notice boards, etc)

 Employment (jobs, local businesses, etc)

They were also asked, after making their input against the above subjects to give their opinions on 
Barlestone in 2036 being asked to identify what they would like Barlestone to be in 2036 and what 
they don’t want Barlestone to be in 2036. 

Output 

Footpaths 

Like 

 Paths
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Don’t Like 

 Footpaths overgrown

 The gates are falling apart as you come to the field across the park

Would like to see… 

 More bridle paths (on further questioning this was explained to be because there were always
horses on the roads)

 Lights of the ground (park ?)

 More cycle routes

 More fresh footpaths

 Litter free

 Quiet
 More gates

History & Heritage 

Like 

 I want to keep the memories

 Old things

 Old buildings

Don’t Like 

 No Input

Would like to see… 

 More old fashioned buildings

 More war memorials

Environment 

Like 

 More parks

 Trees x 3

 More wildlife

 More fields

Don’t Like 

 Litter x 2

 Dog poo not being picked up x 2

 Overgrown grass & bushes

 No cameras that anyone is watching 24 hours a day, every day

Would like to see… 

 More Lakes & Ponds x 2

 Trees

 A special park for teenagers

 More woods

 Rivers with fish

 More bins

 More wildlife

 More bins
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 A zoo

Traffic & Transport 

Like 

 Cars

 Horses

 Bikes

 Dog

Don’t Like 

 Speeding x 2

 Tractors & Buses going too fast through the village

 Roundabouts

 Narrow roads

 Parking on the side of the road (this was further explained to be especially on corners)

Would like to see… 

 Safer roads

 Driving more safely

 Cars

 Parking

 Speed Cameras

 Slower on the hill (this was further explained to mean Newbold Road and that 30mph limit
should be obeyed)

 More car parking spaces
 New bus stops

Housing 

Like 

 Houses x 2

 Bungalows x 2

 Flats

Don’t Like 

 Flats because they always make loads of noise

Would like to see… 

 More houses

 Cheaper houses

 More sizes of houses

 Affordable houses

Renewable Energy 

Like 

 Solar panels on roofs (because only you can use the energy absorbed by the panels)

 Green fuel

Don’t Like 

 No input
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Would like to see… 

 More solar farms

Open Spaces 

Like 

 Parks

 Farms

Don’t Like 

 More farms because it takes up all the room

Would like to see… 

 A farm with no bores (does this mean boars ?)

 More green and untouched

 An expansion of the park

 Bigger parks

 More sheep
 More farms

Facilities & Services 

Like 

 Doctors

Don’t Like 

 Schools x 3

 Park (further explained to be because of troublesome teenagers)

 Vandalism to shops, parks, etc

Would like to see… 

 More equipment for older children

 More things to play on

 A police station

 Doctors open all hours. 24/7 every day

 New garage

 Some more shops
 Restaurants

Communications 

Like 

 Notice boards

Don’t Like 

 The poor signal (mobile reception)

Would like to see… 

 Telephone boxes

 A ‘Phone Shop

 More broadband
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 More notice boards

Employment 

Like 

 They have very nice staff that are happy to help (at the Co-op)

Don’t Like 

 They (the Co-op) don’t have many people working

Would like to see… 

 More shops

 A bigger Co-operative

 More businesses

Barlestone in 2036 

In answer to the question, in the year 2036, I would like Barlestone to be… 

 Bigger

 More spread out

 More corner shops

 More community focus

 Lots of parks

 Have a Kentucky Fried Chicken outlet

 Have a McDonalds outlet

 Have a Pizza Hut outlet

 Safe and fun

 Have a nicer dentist

 To expand houses onto the fields because there a lot of them

In answer to the question, in the year 2036, I don’t want Barlestone to be… 

 Dangerous and no parks

 Have a McDonalds outlet

 Have a Pizza Hut outlet

 No dentist

 No school

Summary 

The students had one marked difference from the input we have received from the Community Drop-In Event 
and the Stakeholder Meeting in that they would like to see the village expanded to have more houses. There 
were some surprising requests such as the need for more telephone boxes as well as requests reflecting their 
age group such as wanting a zoo and, a sign of the times, several fast food outlets and a dislike for school and 
the dentist! 

Other areas are very similar, particularly traffic and transport issues around poor parking and speeding traffic. 
They appear to appreciate the outdoors, valuing parks, trees, wildlife and open spaces although they do 
highlight some known anti-social issues with a small number of teenagers at the park causing vandalism. 
Reduction of litter is also a priority. 
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Some shorter term issues were also raised which need to be investigated by the Parish Council or other 
relevant body such as gates in dis-repair and overgrown footpaths. 

Thank you 

Many thanks to the year 6 students who enthusiastically gave their input on the day. 
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